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Photography 101
George A Jager 

- not a professional photographer



Professional photo:
- lighting 

- composition
- touchup



Lighting is how you see the subject 

Composition is how you frame the subject 

Touchup is what you do with the photo after it’s 
taken 









Lighting is the main component of all 
photography. It includes natural light, 
artificial light, shadow and lighting modifiers. 

The Art of Lighting



Exposure Triangle

Aperture ISO

Shutter Speed

Tech stuff



Imagine your camera 
is a shutter that 
opens and closes 
  
Shutter Speed is the amount of 
time that the shutters of the 
window are open. The longer 
you leave them open the more 
light comes in.  

•Aperture is the size of the 
window. If the window is bigger, 
more light gets through and the 
room is brighter.  

•ISO is how sensitive the 
camera sensor is to light. 
Imagine that you’re inside a 
room on the other side of that 
window. How sensitive your 
eyes are to the light  



Slow shutter speed -
shutter is open 
for a long time

Fast shutter speed -
shutter is open for a 

short time



Narrower the aperture,
 the bigger the number 

on the lens

Wider the aperture, smaller the number 
on the lens



Film ISO is a speed designation that tells you how sensitive the 
“film” is to light. In digital photography the effect is the same, the 

higher the number the more light sensitive the “film”, in a dark bar, 
you use 1600 ISO and for taking pictures in your studio 400 is a 

good choice.



Thus the combination of film speed, aperture and shutter speed will 
dictate how your picture comes out…except… 

Remember to use the correct
white balance -

daylight
tungsten

incandescent
fluorescent

sun
clouds



Natural or Artificial Light

a. if natural, consider the direction 
and time of day

b. if artificial, no restrictions



Direct light is 
unpleasant, harsh, 

cuts out detail, 
and washes out colour.

This applies to natural and 
artificial light equally.



Always use a bounce
to reflect light back

 into the subject

A bounce can be 
purchased,  

or crafted at home.  
Mirrors, white or coloured 

paper, aluminum foil,  
car window reflectors/

sunshades are all options



Make use of shadow, otherwise your object will look flat and 2 
dimensional. The secret is a balance between a harsh shadow 

line and a gentle transition from light to dark.



Diffusers



Composition or the Art of What Goes Where
You want to show your work in the best possible way, which 
means that you want to bring the observer’s eye to the most 

interesting and captivating part of your work





Where should you take photos of your work?
Actually anywhere, if you use the principles we’ve talked about.





Once you have gotten your pictures then next step is to 
view them on your computer screen and identify what 

can be corrected in post-production.

• colour
• contrast
• shadow
• tone
• brightness (or lack thereof)
• sharpness - if its blurry, toss it…

The Art of Touch Up



The Art of Touchup 
 
• Save your original photo before you do 

anything else anything else  
• Rotate  
• White Balance  
• Color correction  
• Blemish Removal  
• Cropping  
• Sharpening  
• Re-size  







What equipment do  
I need you ask….













Final Thoughts

Its digital, which means the only thing from keeping you from 
taking dozens and dozens of photos of the same thing is boredom. 

If you can rig it up to your computer then you have the ability 
to see the picture right away rather than on that little screen. 
The bigger picture will show you your focus, your depth of 

field and how the colours are coming up. 

Show you  work in context





Q & A


